MGCSA members were asked to submit funny/strange photos from golf courses

Ryan Blechta, Assistant Superintendent at Yellowstone Club in Big Sky, Montana, is trying to melt snow faster by spraying dye on the snow banks in mid-May. “We received 120” of snow fall this past winter and still have some snow banks on the course. The faster the snow melts the faster we can get on the course to do our maintenance,” said Blechta.

Kyle Lovin, a former equipment operator at TPC Twin Cities, sported the new ‘Sod Scarf,’ available at most golf courses around the country.

Family Gathering. Larry, Moe and Curly are mesmerized by the way the maintenance staff at Oakdale Golf Club takes care of its domain.
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Jason Swift, Irrigation Tech at Medina Golf and Country Club, retrieving a clubhead out of a pond for a member’s guest. A Copper Ping Eye2 is hard to find for replacement clubs. Swift found this with his feet in about four feet of water. “That’s when we knew he was going to be a “special” irrigation tech!” said Medina Golf & Country Club Superintendent Erin McManus.

These slot limits are really paying off!

**THE GOLD STANDARD**

**NOW AVAILABLE IN GREEN.**

To learn more contact:
Mike Kelly, Technical Sales Specialist
Bayer Environmental Science
(952) 292-1966
mike.kelly@bayercropscience.com
Territories: MN, IA, ND, SD, NE

When it comes to course appearance, there is no trophy for second place. That’s why we developed new Reserve™ Fungicide. Reserve delivers superior, broad-spectrum disease control without turf thinning that other fungicides can cause. To learn more, contact the representative above or go to www.BackedbyBayer.com/Reserve.